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CAMPSITE RESERVATIONS EXPIRE THE END OF FEBRUARY.
Everyone taking advantage of the "grace period" should make sure to
get settled up well before it expires at the end of the month. As of
February 29th anything less than 100% payment of membership,
campsite and structure fees could allow another member to snap up
that desirable site they've been eyeing up. For the vultures looking for
available sites, please give us until the first weekend of March to
prepare “the list”.

Decks, porches, pavilions, sheds,
or even sitework must be brought to the offices attention before
production.

Ground Hog Day
On Sunday, February 2, the nation will watch with bated breath as
Punxsutawney Phil emerges from his burrow. It’s said that if
Phil encounters his shadow, we’ll be in for six more weeks of winter
weather, but if he doesn’t, then spring is just around the corner. So
which will it be this year?
According the almanacs long-range forecast, expect cloudy skies to give
way to sunshine—enough sun, at least, for Phil to see his shadow and
present us with six more weeks of winter. Given the way this winter has
been going so far, we hope it won’t be too
harsh, though we do predict colder
temperatures for a large part of the U.S. in
February!
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The Super Bowl is the pinnacle of televised sports experiences. It's an
American institution that encourages binge eating, heavy drinking,
and rooting for anyone who isn't the Patriots. That's right, if you just
watch the Super Bowl for the ads, you don't need to wait or sit
through the upcoming Chiefs vs. 49ers matchup on February 2. But
amid all the snacks and libations, there are the commercials:
mini-movies advertising everything from booze to tax services. With
enough of the former, a commercial about the latter actually can be
fun.
Of course, this is an election year, so we already know that both Mike
Bloomberg and Donald Trump have bought spots to put a damper on your football
fun. But beyond that, 2020 is a time for advertisers to shove all their favorite
products down your throat in the most elaborate way possible: Cinematic ad spots.
Will Danica Patrick make a surprise return with a vintage Go Daddy commercial?
That's their mission. Your responsibility is simply to watch and be entertained. Find a
roundup of this year's Super Bowl commercials below. As they roll in, we'll make sure
to keep this updated... that way, even if you're in the bathroom during a Sabra ad, you
can say you've already seen it.

2/15
WINTER TIP OF THE DAY
Has a cold or 'flu got you looking
a little more like Rudolph than
you'd like at this time of year?
The first tip, place the tip of your
tongue at the roof of your mouth, then
press the part of your forehead
between your eyes. Repeat for
20 seconds.
The second tip involves holding your
nose, tipping your head back and
holding your breath for as long as you
can.
Seriously; once you try them you'll
wonder why you've never heard of
them before.

THE SWEETEST DAY AT RC IS LESS THEN A MONTH AWAY.
MAKE PLANS FOR A NICE RIDE WITH THAT SPECIAL
SOMEONE OR JUST YOUR FRIENDS. BRING YOUR THERMOS TO FILL UP ON COMPLIMENTARY HOT COCOA AND
COFFEE AT THE OFFICE.

LOCAL TO DOS
Pine Grove Movie Theatre
Playing
Movies every weekend!

2020 EVENT
SCHEDULE
February 15th Sweetheart Day
(treats & free cocoa @ the office)
March 21st St Patty’s Day Ride
April 19th Observed Trials Event
April 25th Adopt-a-Highway Cleanup
May 16th Sarge’s Group Ride
May 23rd Members Only Poker Run
June 20th Treasure Hunt
July 4th Member Appreciation Day
July 18th Christmas in July Ride &
Kids Scavenger Hunt
August 1st Bonfire Bash
August 15th Rally in Bear Valley
September 5th Mud Ride
October 11th Dual Sport
October 24th Trick or Treat
November 7th Fall Foliage Ride
November 21st Turkey Feast

